
Theme of the Month: Exploring light Month: October, 2019
Class: II - A & B

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH
Unit 4: Abominable snowman; 
Simile; Prefixes - un, dis; simple 
and compound sentences;

Unit 4: Yoshi the stone cutter; 
Proper nouns; Past tense

MATHS
Multiplicative property of 1 and 0; 
Word problems

Chapter 8: Division

EVS Unit 4: Light and dark Unit 4: Light and dark

II LAN 
* Subhaashithaalu _ 
punascharana

* Sneham katha _ vivarana,notes
* Neethipadyaalu _ vivarana
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II LAN 
TELUGU

punascharana
* Baalala dinotsavam _ nehroo 
gorchi vivarana -notes.

* Neethipadyaalu _ vivarana
* Vyaakaranam _ 
naamavaachakam vivarana

II LAN
HINDI

10.Picnic ka maja
11.Dhavath
* Symbols of consonants

ICT

4.Learn to use Computer
-How to start
-Opening an application
-Shutting down

5.Keyboard Keys & Mouse 
Buttons
-Keyboard keys
-Computer Mouse

Music - Vocal Rag yaman swaramalika Chota khyal 

Music - Inst
C major scale and C major group 
chords Practice on key board, 

C major scale and C major group 
chords Practice on key board, 

DANCE

Warm-up 
Practice on steps on various 
patrons and medium intensity on 
music and warm down 

Warm-up
Practices various intensities of low 
medium high and understanding 
music and theory about dress on 
dance form  
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SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

VE / LSP Arathi's house My favorite person

G.K.
Sports quiz; 
Animal kingdom

Sports fun; 
Rhyme maze

SEP

BODY MANAGEMENT: 
=> Identify the base of support 
and balanced objects. 
Activity:- 
1) Pyramid formations and 
balancing activities. 
TEAM GAME : 
A small tub is tied with long rope 
and fixed to post, children need to 

ATHLETICS : 
=> HIGH JUMP 
Activity: children will learn the 
path way of high jump and how to 
perform high jump by using 
scissor cut technique. 
TEAMGAME: 
Hitting the balloon upwards by 
using only legs 
Activity: 
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and fixed to post, children need to 
pull it and should go forward and 
need to reach the pole one after 
one, who finishes first they will be 
winners. 

Activity: 
Children will be divided into 
three’s and hits upwards by using 
their legs by co-coordinating each 
other. 
Note: They need to sit and play 
this game

KARATE
Blocks 
Self defence part 1

Forward movement kicks 
Gymnastics

ART & CRAFT
Elastic properties in art, 
Symmetrical balance.My 
neighbourhood

Art integration on  What are 
Rocks , Uses of rocks, soil, other 
natural materials 

SWIMMING

Slandered arm movement of free 
style and body balancing of body 
in water to overcome water 
phobia Basic prone position of 
body and glide forward swim 
forward and straight

Slandered arm movement of free 
style and body balancing of body 
in water to overcome water 
phobia Basic prone position of 
body and glide forward swim 
forward and straight
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* * *

Signature of the Principal

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Kindly guide your child to prepare charts on food, clothing and culture of Japan by pasting pictures followed by a brief description on each of them.

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DÉCOR
The classroom will be used to display the child's work on the images they have drawn at different intervals of the day to represent shadows

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: Aditi Sengupta                                    Mobile Number: 7013712331
Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: D. Eswari Devi                                    Mobile Number: 8374004556

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in


